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A novel you will never forget...

This  powerful and breathtaking novel is the story of  four cadets who have
become bloodbrothers. Together  they will encounter the hell of hazing and
the  rabid, raunchy and dangerously secretive atmosphere  of an arrogant and
proud military institute. They  will experience the violence. The passion.
The  rage. The friendship. The loyalty. The betrayal.  Together, they will brace
themselves for the brutal  transition to manhood... and one will not  survive.

With all the dramatic brilliance he  brought to The Great Santini, Pat  Conroy
sweeps you into the turbulent world of  these four friends -- and draws you deep
into the  heart of his rebellious hero, Will McLean, an  outsider forging his
personal code of honor, who falls  in love with a whimsical beauty... and
who  undergoes a transition more remarkable then he ever  imagined possible.
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Editorial Review

From Library Journal
For the listener who can persevere beyond the barrage of crude language used by most of the male characters
in author Conroy's humane look at life inside a Southern military academy, the producer offers a stunning
audio version of a popular work of modern American fiction (published first in 1980). The star of this
production is narrator Tom Stechschulte, who provides an amazing array of nuanced voices, even making
each of the several native Charleston characters distinctive by his intonation. By turns, Conroy holds up
military ideals and savages the often brutal treatment of military school recruits. At once starkly realistic and
lyrical, Conroy's diffuse prose ultimately lulls the listener into the rhythms of its episodic tide of plot
devices. The sound quality of this unabridged audio book is supurb, as is the pacing and cover design. Highly
recommended.?Mark Pumphrey, Polk Cty. P.L., Columbus, N.C.
Copyright 1998 Reed Business Information, Inc.

Review
"Gripping,  grueling... superb." -- Playboy  

"A work of enormous power, passion,  humor, and wisdom. It sweeps the reader along on a  great tide of
honest, throbbing emotion. It is  the work of a writer with a large, brave heart."  -- Jonathan Yardley,
Washington  Star

"God preserve Pat Conroy."  -- Boston Globe

  "Seldom have I encountered an author who puts words  together so well -- reading Conroy is like  watching
Michelangelo paint the Sistine Chapel." --  Sam Fletcher, Houston Post

From the Publisher
A novel you will never forget...

This powerful and breathtaking novel is the story of four cadets who have become bloodbrothers. Together
they will encounter the hell of hazing and the rabid, raunchy and dangerously secretive atmosphere of an
arrogant and proud military institute. They will experience the violence. The passion. The rage. The
friendship. The loyalty. The betrayal. Together, they will brace themselves for the brutal transition to
manhood... and one will not survive.

With all the dramatic brilliance he brought to The Great Santini, Pat Conroy sweeps you into the turbulent
world of these four friends -- and draws you deep into the heart of his rebellious hero, Will McLean, an
outsider forging his personal code of honor, who falls in love with a whimsical beauty... and who undergoes
a transition more remarkable then he ever imagined possible.

"Gripping, grueling... superb." -- Playboy

"A work of enormous power, passion, humor, and wisdom. It sweeps the reader along on a great tide of
honest, throbbing emotion. It is the work of a writer with a large, brave heart." -- Jonathan Yardley,
Washington Star

"God preserve Pat Conroy." -- Boston Globe
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"Seldom have I encountered an author who puts words together so well -- reading Conroy is like watching
Michelangelo paint the Sistine Chapel." -- Sam Fletcher, Houston Post

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Jodie Kahl:

Here thing why this Lords of Discipline are different and dependable to be yours. First of all looking at a
book is good but it depends in the content of the usb ports which is the content is as delicious as food or not.
Lords of Discipline giving you information deeper and different ways, you can find any publication out there
but there is no publication that similar with Lords of Discipline. It gives you thrill studying journey, its open
up your own eyes about the thing this happened in the world which is probably can be happened around you.
It is possible to bring everywhere like in park your car, café, or even in your method home by train. If you
are having difficulties in bringing the imprinted book maybe the form of Lords of Discipline in e-book can
be your choice.

Douglas Moskowitz:

This book untitled Lords of Discipline to be one of several books which best seller in this year, honestly, that
is because when you read this guide you can get a lot of benefit onto it. You will easily to buy this particular
book in the book retail outlet or you can order it through online. The publisher of this book sells the e-book
too. It makes you more readily to read this book, as you can read this book in your Cell phone. So there is no
reason to you to past this e-book from your list.

Colton Fierros:

Reading a publication tends to be new life style in this particular era globalization. With examining you can
get a lot of information that will give you benefit in your life. With book everyone in this world can certainly
share their idea. Guides can also inspire a lot of people. Lots of author can inspire all their reader with their
story or even their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the books. But also they write about the
data about something that you need illustration. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your young
ones, there are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors on earth always try to improve their expertise
in writing, they also doing some analysis before they write to their book. One of them is this Lords of
Discipline.

Daniel Watkins:

Don't be worry for anyone who is afraid that this book will filled the space in your house, you can have it in
e-book means, more simple and reachable. This kind of Lords of Discipline can give you a lot of buddies
because by you considering this one book you have issue that they don't and make you more like an
interesting person. This specific book can be one of a step for you to get success. This book offer you
information that possibly your friend doesn't understand, by knowing more than other make you to be great
men and women. So , why hesitate? We need to have Lords of Discipline.
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